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{ news }

News...
POP Introduces MagLink - Your Welcome!
The big news this issue is MagLink. Have a read of page 18 to
see how to use it, but basically it lets us provide you with a direct link to online content that you can access on your mobile
phone. It is hard to explain, but go read the page and try it out.
We are the first magazine in Australia to introduce this as a
standard feature so if your looking for a new mobile phone,
make sure it works with MagLink first.

Where’s Wally? Who cares, here is POP...
We have completely revamped our distribution system,
brought it in house, flipped it up and rubbed it down. You can
now go online and look at our Google Maps page that shows
every place in the world that we send POP out to each quarter.
These stores are all on our distribution list, so they get sent the
magazine directly from us. They might not have any left, so be
quick otherwise you can always subscribe to save yourself the
hassle. We have also added a feature that lets stores request
to be added to our circulation, so it’s easier than ever to find a
place to pick up POP. You can access the page from the menu
at www.popmag.com.au
But wait, there is more!
Last issue we switched to environmentally friendly papers
and inks, this issue we introduced an Australian first in MagLink and made our distribution system user friendly. What
more can we do? Well, how about a website redesign along
with a new subscription system (we mean it this time!) The
new website features a video section along with an easier
way to find the content you want. Have a look at www.popmag.com.au

Nike ACG Sweetspots videos.
The Nike ACG team has released their first set of Sweetspot
videos. These were put together with some of the best snow
film companies in the world. The two snowboard ones that
are available now had the help of David Benedek’s production
house, Blank Paper Studios while Absinthe helped create the
Gary Zebrowski piece shot in Zermatt Switzerland. Check em
out at www.nikeacg.com.

Adio and Planet Earth Film Contest.
Adio shoes and Planet Earth have launched an online contest
for Australian skate filmers and skaters. The contest is for
skate filmers who want to submit their best footage via the
site which, if it’s good enough, will become part of a 30 minute
feature to be released next year. The person who submits the
best footage will also win some kind of amazing prize that
is yet to be announced… I hear its ten million dollars and a
Ferrari! I also hear voices in my head telling me I’m being followed, but that’s for another sandwich. Anyway, the contest
opens November 1st, go to www.15secondsoffame.com.au for
more details!

We’re doing another film!
Whoa! I hear you say... And whoa is correct! It’s been a long
decision coming but finally the memories of all the stress and
no sleep from editing, directing and filming last years Trigger
Brothers Team Movie have faded. The opportunity to spend
three months filming at spots across the globe this northern
winter is too good to pass up. Although it’s still in the early
stages, we’re currently in the “find someone who will give us
money to do this” stage. It’s a different concept to the last film,
it will have a greater variety of locations, riders and just gernerally be bigger and better. That’s all I’m saying for now. Except perhaps for the work we’ve been doing testing out some
new equipment.
Panasonic were kind enough to let us test their super mega
HVX 200 digital video camera over the last few weeks. We figure, if it’s good enough for Mack Dawg and Ty Evans, its good
enough for us. Not to mention that it’s the only digital camera
under $67,000 (or at least that’s what I read on a blog somewhere) that can shoot in-camera varible frame rates, aka slow
motion. Whilst the flash based memory it uses seems more
like a money-grab than a better alternative to tape, the DVCPRO-HD codec it shoots on makes you willing to pay $1500
odd dollars for a single 8gb card. Although to be fair, I shot a
hand-rail session with 5 guys until 4am and didn’t fill it up so
8gb does go further than you think. So if the codec doesn’t get
you, the slow motion will.
Anyway, without anymore techinical ramblings, here’s a little teaser of what you can
expect from the new film.

POP Magazine is Rick Baker, Dave Keating & Drew Baker. For feedback please contact us on hithere@popmag.com.au
Address: P.O. Box 83. Balnarring. VIC. Australia. 3926. Thanks to: I think we need to thank Amalia Grange, Joel Reid, Courtney
Stern and Andy Enness for their help with the style guide. Pistol Pete for his wise council.
For advertising info please contact Simon Taylor on simon@popmag.com.au or 0411.749.824.
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MagLink
New in issue 7 of POP Magazine.

A

while back, we started a little pet project at POP. You might have seen our website, popmag.com.au? It is mostly about snow,
skate, surf and us. Anyway, on the site we pepper stories with anything we find funny or disturbing and we wanted to find a
way to do the same thing in the mag... The solution is what you’re looking at.

This system is what we call MagLink. The little black and white box allows us to
provide links to movies, photos and audio via your mobile phone.
The best way to describe what MagLink does, is for you to give it a go! The Nokia N93, N93i, N95 and E90 come with the software
installed to do this. If you have the Nokia N80, you can use the ‘Download!’ application to download and install it. If you don’t have
one of these Nokia’s, you can easily download and install a free program to do this by going to www.i-nigma.mobi on your mobile’s
internet browser.

Start Barcode
program located in
Office folder.

Scan MagLink
by pointing the
phones camera
at it.

When prompted to
connect to the
internet, say yes
and enjoy!

Use this if you have
an old phone.

Using a Nokia phone, you need to start the Barcode program, accessible from the main menu in the Office folder. Once the program
is started, select “Scan Code” and simply hold it up to the MagLink shown above. The phone will then prompt you to go online to access the linked media. In this case it is an exclusive video trailer for the new Burton film, ‘Thanks In Advance’. We have included two
different sized MagLink’s here in case you have an older style phone, but from now on we will use only the smaller size and you’re
just going to have to get a new phone ya bum.
Throughout this issue, wherever you see a MagLink, you can scan it and access the good stuff. We will use this feature to give you
exclusive videos, extra info, music and pretty much anything we find amusing. It really is a powerful time wasting feature that POP
is giving to you guys to help extend the time you take on your lunch breaks, on the throne and whilst hiding out in the stockroom
so you don’t actually have to work.
Of course, like most things in Australia, the telco’s are holding us back. Depending on your phone plan, you might not be able to access the internet. Even if you can access the internet, you need to be careful of your data costs, as we would hate for you to get caught
out by excess charges because of POP. Please double check your data costs before you start using MagLink. Then start making moves,
cause this shit is like crack, and thats what crack heads do... They make moves!
ABYSS DISTRIBUTION
03 8360 8844 / INFO@ABYSS.NET.AU
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Soundwave MP3 Player
Have you seen those new iPods? Touch screens and WiFi!? Fuck that! My MP3
player transforms son! Uuhh! Sure, it’s made from eye-splintering cheap plastic and has no onboard memory and no user interface, but who the fuck cares!?
It’s Soundwave and it transforms! Available on the porn-web.
P.S: Michael Bay you ruined Transformers.
P.P.S: Michael Bay, stop reading our magazine, we don’t want to catch your suckiness!
Gelaskin JV by UK artist Dave White
Gelaskin are a company which commissions artists to
create pieces which are then put onto vinyl that protect
your precious iPod, laptop or mobile. This one, featuring the Nike Jordan V’s is by critically acclaimed UK artist, Dave White, who’s made his name creating pop art
sneaker portraits and scratch DJ’ing alongside FatBoySlim
and Basement Jaxx. (With a last name like ‘White’ it’s a
good thing he’s got talnet, damn you Pharrell!) iPod Touch
versions are coming soon and include a wallpaper for the
screen to match the piece on the back. Check ‘em out!

Movember Bonestache Tee by Huffer
I love the fact that girls have breast cancer
awareness with that whole pink ribbon thing,
and guys have the prostate cancer thing
where they can stop shaving for a month
and have a good excuse. Imagine if that is
what girls did for breast cancer? Well bad luck
girls, you have had it your way for centuries
and now it’s the man’s turn… $20 from each
tee sale goes to Movember. Available at movember.com.au and check huffer.com.au for
retailers.

The Sport of Basketball
Have you ever played basketball? Man it is fun! We started up a team for fun and quickley turned
it into a serious, do-or-die bloodsport. We train two times a week and even have our own custom
uniforms! Hell, we are even having tryouts this weekend! When these new hopefuls finish draft
camp and move up through reserves, we will be hot favorites to make the playoffs. They moved
us up to ‘D’ Grade Mens, so it is going to be an uphill battle but we are ready for it. Anyway, go
out and start a team, it’s the best.
Jake Burton’s Travel Diary by Burton
How many times have you thought, “Gee whizz, I’d like to read about a rich guy doing
things everyday that I spend a whole year saving up to do for a week”? Well, you’re in luck
because Jake Burton happens to have one of the best jobs in the world and just to rub it in
to us poor people, he produced a limited edition book about how awesome his life of travelling across 6 continents in 10 months just to snowboard is compared to yours. The story
about Mt. Hotham is so funny, somebody must have played a good joke on him because he
says that the locals call heavy powder snow “Foster’s powder, named after the rich, heavy
foam that sits on top of Australia’s #1 beer”. Good one guys, yeah, like anyone drinks that
shit down here... Yeah... I’m going to go get me a Fosters and go fight a drop bear! ahahahah!
Oh you guys...
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The National - Boxer.
I had this amazing run of shows I got to see in
NYC last year. In the space of 2 months, I saw
Bright Eyes, Arcade Fire, Modest Mouse, New
Amsterdam’s, Gracer and The National. Guess
which one I saw twice? The National. These
guys are a pretty big deal. Some might call
them Orc-Pop, but I just call them awesome.
Their latest album “Boxer” is a run away success in America and will be here soon thanks
to a 2008 tour they have planned...I already
brought my tickets. Now, if only Big Day Out
was more of a Medium Day Out I might get
to see Arcade Fire in a civilised manner.

Neff summer range.
Neff have put together a summer
range for this coming... err ...summer.
There’s more designs than you can
wave an ‘all-over-print’ hoody at. And
in case you’re wondering, I did contact
Neff to see if it is possible to fit the balla’ caps over afro’s as full bodied as the
one this guy is sporting. They said that
yes, there caps are indeed that balla’. So
that’s good to know.

Lo-Down high top by Gravis
Gravis are to shoes like George Costanza is to
Seinfeld - You ether love him, or you hate him,
but everyone agrees that when he’s good, he’s
very good. They are like a Will Farrel comedy,
popular with the kids and older men who
know what’s up. Are these movie metaphors
doing it for you? No? I have a few jokes about
the name? You know, its a high top shoe
called the Lo-Down? That’s funny. No? OK,
how about this? They look good, fit good and
are good. Good enough?

8800 by BlackBerry
This review is never going to make it into the magazine. As
much as I love my BlackBerry, the editor Rick doesn’t believe that
anyone out there is actually buying them so alas, my review remains unprinted. Still, in the hope of last minute spare white
space on the products page I will submit a quick few words. The
new one features an expandable memory, GPS SatNav device,
speaker phone and a high resolution, light sensing screen. This
phone really is amazing. But Rick, as you are the only person
who will read this, I can tell you I highly recommend it.
P.S: Dave, I’m going to allow this only because the iPhone isn’t out
in Australia yet. In the meantime, stick with your business phone
ya’ douche bag.
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EST Binding System by Burton
Burton have invented something
else that is going to change the
way we slide down a hill covered in
frozen water. Their new Extra Sensory Technology binding and board
(I still don’t get the name, does it
have an extra sensor on it? Is it a
6th sense? Can I see dead people
with it?) is basically a binding with
a solid base plate that screws into a
single track on their new EST compatible boards. The screw holes on
the binding are located on the outside of the binding, apparently this
is much better as it lets you get
more flex out of the boards.

Luce by Anon
Traditionally I have been against
the whole welders-goggles-asfashion-sunglasses movement, but
I really like these Anon sunnies.
The pattern is cool and they have a
very sixties feel to them, which, if
my professional creeping of girls is
worth anything, which it is, I think
is going to be big this summer. Of
course, they protect your eyes from
the sun, which is nice...real nice...

{ stories }

Airline Scams
Words by Irwin Fletcher.

W

hen you saw the title of this article, you probably thought I was going to tell you about how some dodgy airline had
stranded a bunch of passengers in the third world or had charged me some bullshit “change fee” (that’s right Qantas,
I said it). Normally you’d be correct, but today the tides turn in your favour. For years I have spent my entire year saving up
money to give it away to an airline for a trip overseas. Back in the day (which was a Wednesday I think), it seemed flights were
so expensive you pretty much had to sell your car airbags to be able to afford it. Nowadays, I’ve figured out enough ways to
weasel cheap flights and upgrades that, with a little effort, you can pretty much fly for free (except if you’re an actual weasel,
they don’t let them on planes).
Now I’m no fan of further adu, so with out more adu than necessary, but still with a reasonable amount of adu, here is my
advice.

Turn a trick for a ticket…
Not unlike a dirty street hooker (like Julia Roberts for example), you can sell your body for money. Although, you probably have more chance of meeting a rich business man my
way than the Pretty Woman way (and less STD’s too, which is
a big plus). Medical Trials. You can actually do this. Most University’s can hook you up with the right contacts; otherwise
call your major hospital.
The first thing they do is poke you more times than
Paris Hilton and see if you’re healthy enough to complete the
trails. If you have any diseases or you have actually poked
Paris Hilton, then they won’t let you do it. I’m serious, they
ask that question. Apparently she has more diseases than
they have tests for. After you get the all clear, you can sit in
on briefings to decide which medical trail you’d like to be in.
They range from food additive testing (these are low risk, low
return, so you can look to make about $1500) to the jackpot
(well, it’s probably more of a wheel barrow than a pot)…the
neural nerve disrupting drug trails.

In modern drug tests, they only give a small amount of people the actual drug, and give the majority the “control” drug,
which is normally a vitamin or some other placebo. If you’re
lucky enough to get the placebo, then you’re sitting pretty for
4 weeks playing xbox and sleeping with a nurse like my friend
Tommy. Or, if you’re like my friend Andy, you’re fucked. As in,
proper fucked. You have 4 weeks of misery ahead. I guess the
upside is, you won’t be able to feel the misery on the left side
of your body…
If you have the marbles to make it this far, then
you’re ready to take on the airlines at their own game. And
you probably just made $7000 scratch too.
ISIC Card My Arse
Now that you have the cash, you need to get a ticket. There
really is no easy way to do this. My best advice is to stick with
people like STA and avoid major travel agencies. STA have a
scam they run to try and counter people like us, but don’t
worry, I’ve beaten it. They have this ISIC student card thing
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that they require you to have if you want to get cheap tickets.
In actual fact, this is borderline illegal. The ISIC card is the biggest joke in travel (Besides the EuroRail pass they try and peddle to you). Sure it gets you some discounts on an Ecuadorian
bath house or some shit, but never anything you’ll actually use
it on. Really, it’s just another way for STA to get $30 out of you.
Normally you have to be a student or a teacher (yeah, right, like
teachers ever want to go anywhere that they can’t drive to in
their early 90’s Subaru). But, if you book your flight over the
phone, they just ask you how old you are and what school you
go to. Just lie. They will charge you the $30 bucks, but you don’t
need to prove you’re a student or teacher. They will tell you that
the airlines will check at the airport, but trust me; the airlines
don’t give two shits about it. They just want your money.
Platinum Card Frequent Flyer Membership Scam
I was in Mexico once and got into a chat with a photography
assistant. He filled me in on this great scam. Most major airlines
and certainly all the ones in the States offer Platinum Memberships for their frequent flyers. Sometimes it’s called a different
name, but it’s offered to people who fly a lot. Basically, they get
free upgrades to business class every time they fly if the seats
are available. Now, if you have one of these platinum memberships, you will pretty much never fly another airline, because
you like the free upgrades. So, competitors started letting people
get platinum memberships at their airline if they could prove
they had a membership at another other airline.
So, here is what you do. You call the airline you will
be flying, and ask if they will honour your XYZ platinum card. If
they do, they will ask you to fax in a copies of your membership
card and last statement showing how many points you have.
The best thing is, no airline is allowed to share their records with
other airlines due to privacy laws. So, you can simply get a copy
of a friends (or parents or whoever’s) membership statement
and card, Photoshop the details and fax them in.
Now that you have a Platinum membership to one
airline, you can pretty much get every other airline by repeating
the scam. You could do all this in an afternoon!
Do I pay for the upgrade now?
If you haven’t been able to get a Platinum membership card,
then there are other, more robust, ways of getting an upgrade.
You may have picked up on the high-risk, high-return theme going on here. This one is ballsy, but you can play it off as ignorance if you’re good. Basically, when you give your passport to
the check-in person (be smart, if your good with ladies, go for
the girl etc.), have $200 cash in it (have it in twenties as it looks
like more) and ask “Do I pay for the upgrade now?”. If all goes
well, the check-in person just doubled their daily wage and you
just saved yourself $3000 on an upgrade. If it goes south, then be
prepared with a story about how your thought this was where
you paid for upgrades and you didn’t know what it cost. You’re
probably not going to want to try this in the places where bribes
aren’t taken (like Japan) or places where the airline is state run
(like China, where you can be convicted of bribing a government official) otherwise like your lunch break; you’ll be back in

20. This scam works just as well with the flight attendants as it
does with the check-in person.
The Last Call Pick-Your-Own-Seat Upgrade
This is your fail safe. If all the best scams fail, then you pull out
this tried and true work horse. Get to your check in gate and just
wait near by. Wait until everyone is boarded on your flight, and
then keep waiting. Wait until they call your name over the loud
speakers. If they call out several names, then take note of how
many people it is and wait to see if they are going to show up.
Then, run up to the gate and say how security just put a Jihad on
you but you managed to pull an Operation Freedom and sorry
you’re late. Now, you know that you’re the last person on the
plane. If you time this right, they will actually close the door behind you. Now, you know that any seat that isn’t taken on the
plane is free. You have the pick of the lot. If the plane is full, then
you have your original seat anyway. It’s win-win! Chances are,
there is always a row or two that is empty. Airlines generally try
to keep the rows near the bulkheads for people with kids, so a lot
of times these will be empty (or filled with Breaders, so beware).
Take your pick, stretch out and enjoy the ride!
I won’t even fly for free!
Now there are some airlines that you don’t even want to fly on,
even if you do get free upgrades. Don’t fly Air New Zealand.
They suck. Air India, also suck. KLM, suck more. Try and avoid
Delta, but it’s hard, be prepared to lose your bags. At least they
hire ex-air force pilots, so your in for a good landing Maverick.
No long flights on Southwest, as it’s basically a bus with wings
(I actually had a Southwest flight attendant thank me for “Not
flying Delta”). If you’re in the states, pay extra for Jet Blue, it is
worth it. You really should try to fly Qantas when you can. They
really are good. There is nothing better than getting on a Qantas flight after a long trip overseas and hearing a nice Australian accent ask you if you want a free beer. I notice it the most
when I leave from Paris, you go from nothing but “No-No, this is
not possible!” to “G’Day, whattle-it-be?” I hate that “Ozzie-OzzieOzzie-Oi!-Oi!-Oi!” shit more than anyone, but Qantas do it in a
way that makes you feel like your home already. You just need
to be careful of the scam Qantas run when they try and route
you through New Zealand instead of direct. They don’t mention
it on your itinerary but if you booked a flight out of Melbourne
to LAX and its not QF93, then you have a stop over in NZ and you
may as well hang yourself.
If anyone from VirginBlue is reading this, listen up.
What the fuck is your problem? I don’t want skankey flight attendants in my grill telling shit jokes. Here is a joke for you hotstuff…“Bring me a fucking drink!” How about you knock off the
relaxed attitude and start bringing some dignity back into air
travel! I just spent $600 on a flight and I have to buy water and
TV too!? I am surprised you didn’t charge me a pants tax! I’ve
been on planes enough now that it isn’t a novelty anymore; I
just want my fucking snacks and leave me alone. Yeah you’re
cheap, but that’s just my point. I’d rather spend more money and
save my self respect. Fuck!
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Skinema
A book by Chris Nieratko. Review by Chris Jepson.

D

epending on the kind of intellectuals you hang out with,
you will inevitably be asked what book you are reading.
Now, I don’t actually read much more than I have to these
days, what, with the internet and all, so it was a cool refreshing change to have an answer for once. Unfortunately for me,
I picked a book that is almost impossible to explain to anyone
without sounding like a total creep. For example, and this is
not a lie, I’m opening up a page and the chapter title is… ‘Cum
on My Tattoos’. Yep. What is it about? Travel, yep.
Those that know me understand that not many
things will shock or disturb me, this book was no exception.
Take the cover for example, I know the old adage but I pretty
much had to read this after I saw it and believe it or not it’s a
pretty good representation of the contents. Chris Nieratko is
a writer, of sorts, having worked for magazines like Vice, Hustler, Maxim, XXL, and the now defunct Big Brother. He writes
reviews for porn movies that no one will read (hence the chapter title stated earlier) and interviews people to take the piss.
Comprised as a collection of his porno reviews, it reads more
like an alcoholic, prescription pill addict’s journal/autobiography. And that is what it is. Not to ruin the plot or anything but
I thoroughly enjoyed reading about how to rip off rave hippies
by selling them fake ecstasy, and how the best place in L.A

to pick up girls is at alcoholics anonymous by offering them
beers.
My friend Drew once said he would love a recording
of what goes on in my head on a day to day basis. Skinema
contains many viewpoints held by me, but not necessarily
expressed by me. Nieratko seems to hate anything that is not
relevant to him. That is probably the difference between Chris
Nieratko and me, that and he also has a book, helped create
Jackass and all the drugs and the booze. Never mind, you will
never know anything about me.
I digress, if you enjoy reading, get the book. If you
don’t really read that much like myself, get the book (it’s in
small chunks). If you can’t handle porno, drugs, and alcohol
don’t get the book. My only real advice is to be careful where
you read it. I chose to read it on the train which is all good for
a book with a girl complete with hands in pants on the cover
and chapter titles like ‘Sluts with Nuts’. I just had a hard time
trying to explain the book to my conservative uncle who sat
down next to me for a few minutes before I realised he was
there. Christmas should be interesting.
Publisher: Vice Books.
ISBN-10: 1576873846
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E

very year in Park City, the Sundance film festival is held. For the duration of
the festival, the usually sleepy and slightly backwards state of Utah is transformed into a Hollywood of the mountains. On the opposite side of the globe, at
an equally opposite time of the year, Jindabyne suffers some of the same symptoms. The red carpet? The line out the front of The Banjo, which was littered with
the highest calibre athletes sucking that last bit of durry before entering the Burton Open after party. The paparazzi? Us. Feast your eyes on these snow-lebrities
getting drunk and making bad decisions just like us mere mortals…
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he Boost SnoSho contest was a lot of fun, I can’t tell you who won or anything
as I had an after contest party to attend…Not only did they have free drinks,
but they were giving out free pizza too! Although, I missed the pizza because I was
attending a pre-after-party-party. So I made it just in time for the free burgers…
yes that’s right, free burgers too! They had this Ice Shot thing too and a bunch of
promo girls hassling everyone to get involved. Word of warning, Dan Himbrechts
can take vodka shots as good as he can take photos! And to those two cute girls
at the bar, I was the creepy guy taking photos of you, my number is 0433763513…
Remember me? So, what’s going onnnnn? Relationship No, Causal sex, Yes. Alllllrrright.....
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Beanie: Theo by Coal.
Hoody: Holden.
Boardshorts: Sanderson Boardshort by Billabong.
Mobile: N95 by Nokia.
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Tanktop: Models own.
Underwear: Hiphuggers Zig Zag Bikini by Antz Pantz.
Skateboard: 24 inch Pug by GFH.
Mobile Phone: 8800 by Blackberry.
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Long Sleeve: Models own.
Vest: Cardi Shirt by Huffer.
Shorts: Naomi Shorts by Ezekiel.
Hat: The Newsie by Coal.

Hat: Harwood by Coal.
Shirt: Auburn by Ezekiel.
Shorts: Ana Bellini by Analog.
Sunglasses: Wormser by Dragon.
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Hat: Straw Fedora by Ezekiel.
Jumper & Shorts: Models own.
Boardshorts: Finding Circles by Huffer.
Shoes: Models Own.

Cardigan: iheartu cardi by Lola & Evie.
Sunglasses: Melrose by Smith.
Towell: Tigerlilly
Vest, Shorts & Shoes: Models own.
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Swimwear: Magnolia Ladies One Piece by Billabong.
Sunglasses: GG by Dragon.
Hat: Coastline Paper Straw Hat by Rip Curl.

Tee: Rip Curl - Wettie 2 S/S Tee by Rip Curl.
Shorts: Prizm Boardie by Huffer.
Thongs: Dram by Reef.
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Swimwear: Garden State Bikini by Billabong.
Shorts: Sweet Talk’n by Shortstraw.
Sunglasses: Shoreline by Smith.

Wetsuit: E-Bomb Spring Suit by Rip Curl.
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Tee: Bandit by Shortstraw.
Sunglasses: Weyfarer by Ray Ban.
Shorts: Models own.

Shorts: Resse Short by Ezekiel.
Sunglasses: Aviators by Ray Ban.
Tanktop: Models own.
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Shorts: Pork Pie Short by Huffer.
Hat: The Dean by Coal.
Tee, Shoes, Suspenders: Models own.

Dress: Haylee Tube Dress by Ezekiel.
Shoes: Models own.
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S

ean Connolly, the wildcat from Tasmania. Two words sum up Sean’s
style: “Fresh and Trendy.” Always rockin’ a blinging ring, fresh threads,
new kicks and a big white gangsta tee. When we go to shoot photos, Sean
is always that guy who you’ll take to a spot you’ve been a 100 times and
he’ll find a new line or trick that for some reason hasn’t been thought of
before. Sean is reserved lad but knows when to pick his timing for that random nosey or odd saying that he’ll find amusing and chuckle away to himself… Meanwhile, you’ll be left asking “What? Huh?” But you’ll only find a
cheeky smile and glimmer from those mysterious cat eyes in reply.
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________________________
backside ollie, melbourne.
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Full name, age, pad, sponsors
Sean Connolly, 21, Southbank, VANS Shoes, Square One Clothing, Electric Urethane & Jetty Surf
First thing people are going to want to hear about is, how the heck is it possible to get cat eyes?
Well I was born with them which was pretty decent. My mum tells me that she thought something was wrong with me when she
saw me for the first time, but there really isn’t. The pupils don’t resize themselves when it’s bright, so I get to much light in during
the day, but at night it’s cool cause I can walk around the house in complete darkness and see pretty good. They also change colours,
there usually really blue; sometimes green and then a greeny blue. Yeah, there isn’t a day that goes by (quite literally) that I haven’t
had someone ask me about my eyes.

Basically I have unusual eyes, medically its called
colmbola or keyhole pupil, which is self-explanatory. But to my friends and
I, they’re just simply cat eyes!

I have never met anybody with my kind of eyes, although my uncle spoke to a young girl the other day which did. The stats are
something like one in five million, which I’m really stoked on!
Does any of your family have them?
Nope
When you’re out on the town do the ladies notice them straight away and throw their numbers at you? You could say they get
caught in the Connolly cat trap? [Laughs]
Yeah lad, like all the time; and that goes for anywhere I go out. Like I’ll be on the dance floor dancing with friends and these girls
would come up to me dancing and they would be like; “Whoa! You really have the most amazing eyes!!!” I don’t understand how
they can tell when it’s so dark up in there eh? But like I said I get it everyday, even though I’m always psyched on it, it does get annoying at times. Sometimes it’s good to be able to put in the effort to tune a girl your digging. So I just say thank you to them, maybe
give them a little bit of a dance. That’s when there stuck in that cat trap! [Laughs]
How’s skating and living going in Melbourne?
Oh snizel son, life at the moment is seriously the best thing in the world. I live in this sweet crib in Southbank, like a one minute skate
from the Riverside and the CBD. I don’t work so I skate every single day, and relax like every night. I have the most amazing girlfriend
too which is the best. And as for the skating; it’s going really good at the moment, I just got a new sponsor; Square One Clothing.
Watch out for them, there are lots of fresh threads coming out in the near future.
How often do you head back to the motherland of Tassie?
I like to go back when ever I can, usually every four months. Not really to skate, just to kick it back in the country and be with the
family.
What are three cons and three pros of Tassie?
Well the cons are easy [Laughs].
1. Not a great deal to skate
2. Public transport sucks
3. There’s a heck of a lot of gnarly rough people down there.
The pros are:
1. Besides family, my friends GG & Babeh!
2. It’s a really beautiful place, very scenic; similar to New Zealand
3. The fresh produce like fish, cheese and wines are world class.
Would you say moving to Melbourne has helped your skating progress to a whole new level?
Yeah, you could say that. Melbourne gives you the opportunity to skate a whole variety of things where in Tassie it is strictly stairs
and rails. So there is just so much more to skate and getting there is so easy most of the time.
I hear you have a morning routine?
Yeah, well I have a slight case of “madness” (which is obsessive compulsory disorder). So every morning has to go like this in this
order and with no mistakes or mishaps. Otherwise I will have a bad day. Wake up before 9, for breakfast; eat two muffins and have a
cup of tea with three sugars. Then a full body stretch to limber up and then shower straight away. Get dressed and be out and on my
board by 10. There are also other little things that I do that contribute to the perfect morning. I’m a minimalist, I only do you what
I have do. I fold all my clothes the night before in the order I would put them on. Take the same line to the park - I do two manuals
and one Ollie before I get there. And most important never look behind me.
What is a normal day in the life of Conno-loy?
Firstly the morning routine, skate tranny and some flat ground before L block for a warm up. I usually skate solo until the afternoon
cause people just aren’t keen anymore and sleep in everyday. That’s when I meet up with people at the Rivers. Then we go grab
lunch at QV and go skate the city. Maybe somewhere relaxing like Lincon Square. Then if I have to go shoot or film; I do that. In the
afternoon, have a chill roll back at Rivers. Then go meet up with my girl grab some dinner. And then just relax.
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{ Sean Connolly }

				

{ steve mcinnes }
_____________________
blunt to fakie, melton.
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How’s your pimping pad in Southbank been going?
So good man, it’s probably the best thing ever! It’s like a resort but in the city. It has a kick ass pool and
spa with a tennis court. Good times, good times!
I’ve hard some wild stories about that place...got any pearlers?
Yeah when I first moved in. I was so psyched on the place that I had to have a party. I made invites
for some friends, but somehow that shit got onto the net. And it was around World Cup time, on the
night there was a crazy amount of people rocking up, all skaters. So there were people from every
state except N.T. That spells trouble in any language. At the height of the party the head count was 350
people in this small apartment. I mean it was so hectic, every room in the house was full including the
bathroom and restroom, balcony, back balcony on the lawn, stairs, no one could move around or even
walk. Everywhere like all drinking, smoking and ashing inside. As you can imagine the party was so
loud and got out of hand so I shut the party down, kicked everyone out. Just in time before about 10
policemen rocked up in paddy wagons, they told me they had nearly 40 calls to police about the party.
And in the morning there was a big mess to clean and a very angry residential manager, which was
so keen on giving me the boot. That was a wild night!
If you had to choose one thing on a consistent daily basis that helps you keep going what would
you say it is?
I would say just having fun; still enjoying being young, acting like a kid all the time.

{ parties }

And that feeling of rolling away from a trick, and going for a roll with my friends and just to have fun
with it.
I was stoked to see you sponsor a 3rd world child. Is that a big reasonability in your life?
Yeah it is, but at the same time it’s hard to support yourself as well as a child. But in the end it’s all
worth it, it’s a great feeling when you know your helping somebody in need.
Do you ever trip out and take a step back for a second and realize how good we’ve got it here in Oz?
All the time lad. Everyday is paradise here in Australia; it’s a shame people just take everything for
granted. Compared to a third world country we have it so good. I’m so grateful for everyone and everything I have in my life.
Thanks for your time lad, any peeps you want to holla out to?
Yeah I thank God for giving me the time here, my family, my girlfriend Pia, my sponsors; VANS Shoes,
Square One Clothing, Electric Urethane, Jetty Surf. Scott Gibson, Tim Dawe, Richard Penny, Sean Fenning. My friends; Ryan, Jacque, Geoff, Louis, Nick, George, Chris, Julian, Colin, Alex, Babeh, James, Dan,
Nugget, Ben. Sorry if I forgot anyone. Peace.
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{ Sean Connolly }

						
Definitely my love for life and skateboarding in general. You know
that feeling of your board under your feet and just... the
sound of it?
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First up - industry talk! Why were you without a shoe sponsor for such a long time?
I don’t know. If I did maybe I would have had one. Right, right?
Do you feel like Osiris is a good fit?
It’s not as good of a fit as Cinderella’s glass slipper. Bu I’m psyched. They got some rad guys on the team, and they
have a new video coming out called Feed the Need. I’m psyched on em. Good times for sure.
You’ve been pro for Foundation for a while now. One thing a lot of older guys wanna know is what its like to
be in the tour van with Ethan Fowler?
Ethan has always been fun to be around. He can get moody at times, but who doesn’t. I like Ethan a lot and he
always has some good stories to tell.
Looking back, do you enjoy skating more as a pro, or as an unknown amateur?
It’s the exact same to me. I just skateboard and have fun with it. Whether I was pro or nobody, I’d still be having
a good time.
Now that Ryan Sheckler has risen to “Reality Show” status. What do you think of these soccer-mom trained,
million dollar salary kids coming up in skateboarding?
Must be nice!
Given the money that is being thrown at these kids, are you the sort of guy who spends your cheques on flair,
or one that spends it on the future?
I live for today!!! No I save a lot of money, but I like to buy shit too. I enjoy collecting records and buying junk I
don’t really need. But hey, it’s better than spending all my money and having it go up my nose.
If MTV gave you the Corey Duffel Show, what would happen in the first episode?
Look a fool all over the world. It never happened. I can’t be around cameras. I get weirded out. So I think it would
be really embarrassing and lame.
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corey duffel
{

Corey Duffel and music seem to go hand in hand. Tell us a little about your involvement in the Music Is Revolution Foundation?
Well, I think kids should be interested in other things besides just skateboarding. I feel music and skating go together. Michael Davis of the mc5 hit me up about the Music is Revolution. And I thought it was a smashing idea.
Something that could really be great for kids and everyone else. Music is the best thing in the world. So why not
share it.
Do you play music yourself?
Not as much as I should. I like to mess around on bass. But it’s just for fun.
Who would be in your ultimate band?
Me and my friends.
Give us your 3 favourite dead musicians, and 3 that are still kicking?
I’ll give three bands that I really like that are still around. The Fast Cars, The Catholic Comb and Roky Erickson....
Three dead dues are, buddy holly. Dee Dee Ramone, Aurthor Lee.
Hypothetical 1 - If you broke both arms in one slam. How would you get those pants off?
I broke both arms in Oz 3 years ago. It sucks. Pants are one thing but imagine trying to wipe your ass.
Hypothetical 2 - If you broke both arms in one slam, but had to piss real bad. What’s more important? The Piss
or the Pants?
I ain’t into pissing myself, so I think I’d ask my girl for some help.
Lastly, do you have any words of wisdom for all of the punk rock Duffel fans out here in Oz?
Buy my new kicks coming out soon from Osiris. Live fast and hump all the chicks ya can!

}

			
I think it would be fun to have a show where
you have all em babes at a mansion trying to find love. Like the
flavour flave show. I’m down for a mansion and some bitches!

H
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yadin nicol
{

So I heard you’re into Arcade Fire... Have you managed to catch one of their lives shows whilst overseas? I saw them in NYC
last year and swore that if they ever come to Australia I’m quitting my job to become a groupie...
No.
Ahem, okay then… Ah, I have other questions here… Wait a second. Oh, here we go... As with all travelling professionals, things
can get pretty hectic when you’re away. When you’ve got down time, what do you get up to? Probably stuck filling out interviews for random mags huh?
I sit on the net and geek out for up to 4 hours a day practicing my typing skills. Sometimes I go on MSN and talk to English
backpackers.
Do you ever skate or snowboard?
No, I rollerblade in fluro, skin tight lycra, matching pads and a stackhat.
Okay, uh, cool. You’ve got your first feature video coming out, Sound & Vision. What can we expect?
A little bit of surfing, gun shooting and a few interviews and stuff. Pretty much a normal surf vid.
Wait, gun shooting? I have a picture in my head of that Val Kilmer film, Top Secret. Have you seen it?
No, sorry buddy. But you should watch Val Kilmer in one of the Entourage episodes.
Ah, they have a Skeet Surfing scene, where they shoot clay targets while surfing. Yeah, funny shit. Anyway, it must be pretty

}

ad a busy day? You should try being Yadin Nicol! Aside from being in the middle of contests, promotional obligations and
buying land, we were on Yadin’s case to get us some answers to a few questions we asked him. Deep questions that really
help to give all aspiring pro surfers an insight into what it’s really like. So, Yadin was a little unhappy with the first round of
questions... Okay, no problem. I got my act together and put down a few questions with a bit of heat on ‘em, and what did I get
back? Heat! I get the feeling he might not have liked my questions (or me for that matter) but whatever, read on for a few words
from a damn good surfer.
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yadin nicol
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good having full support from Hurley?
Yeah, they’ve been amazing to me. It couldn’t have been any better actually.
It’s a pretty cool brand to be apart of cause they’re growing so much and have
a lot of good stuff going on within the brand.
Does it bother you that they’re owned by Nike? Not that it should matter
or anything, they’re doing huge things in skateboarding but there’s always
going to be that hardcore movement against the bigger companies, especially in skateboarding. Does that attitude come over to the surf industry?
I reckon that’s a load of shit that there is a movement against Nike in skateboarding. I couldn’t care less who Hurley is owned by as everyone there has
helped me out so much. Actually, at the end of the day I probably think it’s a
good thing as it helps grow the sport.
Sure, yeah. If surfers, skaters and snowboarders get more money to keep
doing their thing, then good on ‘em. What about your other sponsors?
Yeah they’ve been all time too. Globe, Smith, Channel Island, SDS and Monster Energy are pretty sweet companies to be a part of. I couldn’t be happier.
I would like to say thanks especially to Patch, Brandon, Simon , Jason & Jo at
Hurley, Ruby, Steve and Mike at Globe, David, Eli & Tag at Smith, BA, Mike and
everyone at CI, Richard at SDS and Seth & John at Monster for everything
these guys have done and do for me.
What does a company like Monster Energy get from sponsoring a guy like
you? This has always confused me ‘cause they’re not really involved in the
industry.
I guess people in the industry like you notice I ride for them so they must be
doing something right. Monster is actually pretty involved in surfing. They
sponsor Dane Reynolds, Cory Lopez and Bobby Martinez. They are going to
get more involved with other things related to surfing as well I think and it’s
a good thing that companies like Monster support surfing. We need more
companies involved like them. Go buy a Monster drink.
I will. Hurley have a fair few of their ‘Rip My Shred Stick’ competitions coming up throughout Australia, can we expect to see you popping up at any
of these?
Yeah we’ll be there on the east coast the next couple of months cruising
around and getting some waves. I am actually at Cronulla now doing one
of the RMSS’s.
Who else from the team are likely to be turning up at the ‘Rip my Shred
Stick’ comps?
Rob Machardo, Pat O and Rizal I think.
Tell us about the format; to me it looks like a lot of fun hanging out with the
team, riding different boards and not taking things too seriously?
Yeah, it’s just like a normal comp but you have to ride our boards and there’s
some weird ones in there. The harder the board to ride the more lenient we’ll
be with the scores.
Why restrict it to just surf boards? I liked that section in Taj’s ‘Fair Bit’s’ movie where the guys were riding on just about anything.
Ask Pat; I don’t give out the prizes.
Who’s is the hardest board to ride for you?
Not sure, Rob’s boards are sometimes pretty different to what I am used to
but some of his boards are fun to ride.
That sounds like a fun contest. It must be pretty sweet to get paid to do that.
Or is that what you’re paid for? This is something I don’t understand about
‘free surfing’. In snowboarding you have guys who just make video parts,
like Jeremy Jones, then you have guys who are competitive, like Shaun
White. There has never really been a big deal made of it, but the introduction of ‘free surfing’ is treated like a new thing. Why is that?
I am not a free surfer and Hurley pay me to surf whether that means surf

trips, contests or whatevers. I have done some comps this year and am going
to focus on qualifying for the CT next year.

Most free surfers
can’t make heats in contests because they
don’t surf good enough to and then they
try to make out they’re cool to cover themselves.
				

The best surfers are up the top of the CT, except for guys like Dane Reynolds,
who surfs as good as anyone, probably better.
Having said that, you’ve made a bit of a name for yourself as a ‘free surfer’.
Is that how you like to be perceived?
Yes and no, ‘cause I’m pretty competitive person. I just want to have fun in
whatever I’m doing. I don’t really care too much on what people perceive me
as long as it looks like I’m having a good time and they like that about me
than that’s sweet.
You seem to spend a lot of time overseas in places like Bali and the States.
Do you still call Australia home?
Yeah, you’d be pretty weird if you don’t call Australia home right?
Hey, its my job to ask the questions. Is most of your time spent overseas for
photos and filming or do you try and hit a few contests on the way?
Pretty much photo’s and filming. Next year it’ll be more the comp scene.
Why the change?
I want to make the CT.
You’ve got a spot on the new Drive Thru DVD. How did all that come
about?
Not sure really... Greg Browning and Taylor Steele rang me up and asked if I
could do it. I was pretty stoked to be apart of it. It was a lot of fun. Didn’t get
called back though...
Any stories you can tell us that didn’t make it onto the DVD?
Yeah a few of the days in Jamaica were hilarious. The people there were classic. They would literally have a doobie hanging out of there mouth all day
until they went to bed.
Word has it you may have been shooting for Taylor Steele’s upcoming
film?
Yeah, I’ve had a few trips with Ivan Tanjung and Kai Neville (Taylor’s guys) so
hopefully I’ll have a few clips for his next movie.
Will it have any skits in it? Did you want to do one of those?
I don’t think so but he may be doing something else a bit different. Not too
sure though.
What constitutes a good section for you? I mean, is it just the tricks? Do you
get to sit in the editing room? Do you get to choose your own music? Or is it
mostly out of your hands?
A good section I guess comes down to getting the best clips and then Taylor
and the guys at Poor Specimen doing the rest. Taylor’s video are always sick
so I am sure he would do a good job with a section for me; if I am able to get
enough good clips.
Tell us about home in Western Australia. You must love getting home to
surf with the boy’s?
Always good to get home and surf with the boys because I miss ‘em when
I’m away! [Laughs]
Well thanks for your time, any shout outs?
No problems and no shout outs.
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Bobby
Martinez
I

{

bobby martinez

}

’m writing this like you don’t already know - Most people are now
familiar with the stocky American from Santa Barbra who has
been the talk of the surfing world for the last few years. Bobby Martinez has come from a rough background in a neighborhood more
violent than anything we know in Australia. While a lot of people he
knew were getting involved with gangs, drugs and violence, Bobby
kept his focus firmly on being a pro surfer and that focus had begun
paying dividends. Then as a result of a shoulder injury, Bobby left the
surfing world to get heavily involved in the drug scene. This lasted
for around three years until one day he decided it was time to get
back to it. First year back Bobby won the O’Neill Coldwater Classic,
in 2006 he joined the WCT finishing the year in 5th place and taking
out the ASP Rookie of the Year title. This amazing story is just beginning, with an exciting new film from Reef featuring Bobby having
just been released. The film is called Mixed Tapes, we stopped the
man himself and asked him about the film, the tour and a few other
things…

Photos courtesy of Reef.
Words by Rick Baker.
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How’s the CT been going? It’s always hard to imagine it being
anything else but a dream. Is it everything you hoped for?
Yeah, it’s cool, it’s been great. Last year was amazing but everyone’s
starting from scratch again this year so the confidence only goes
so far, like you can go out in the next event and just get smoked. I
like staying real humble ‘cause I know that at anytime I could be
humbled if I speak out loud, you know, go get combo’d in a heat or
something. I just do my own thing and try to stay humble ‘cause
everyone on the tour surfs well, so you can’t count anyone out.
For sure. I guess there’s a pressure element for everyone on the
tour but I bet you’ve got a lot of friends back in Santa Barbara
who’ve said ‘don’t blow this Bobby…’ That’s got to be extra motivating…
Yeah I appreciate being on tour a lot. Like my Mom and Dad don’t
wanna get up and go to work - they don’t even like their work, ya
know? It’s inspiring that every morning they go and don’t just say
‘Fuck this!’ It makes me think how good us surfers got it.
Yeah, I don’t get to surf everyday but just being in the industry is
amazing. I know there were a few years where injury took you
out of the water and into the weed but you pretty much smoked
yourself sober right?
Yeah, I stopped smoking three years ago. It was just kinda clouding
things. And now I’m a lot clearer. I can focus a lot more.
Awesome, that’s a good lesson for kids out there I guess. I don’t
think people in Australia really have an appreciation for where
you’ve come from. Can you tell us a bit about it? Growing up like
you did; in the barrio with gangs, guns and prisons…
Yeah, I grew up in Santa Barbara and my Mom and Dad worked
it. It wasn’t the upper- class Santa Barbara upbringing that’s for
sure.

The gang scene was really bad
when I was young it was an everyday
thing during school, after school, always just walking around the little
neighborhood I grew up in, it was always around.
But I stayed away from that stuff.
Where you ever worried that you might get caught up in it and
go to jail? That’s pretty much a career ender in the globetrotting
world of pro surfing I’d think…
Nah, I never have been in a gang.
So, how has it been working with Mixed Tapes director Pete Santa
Maria? He’s obviously got an idea of the movie he wants to make
as do you. Where do you draw the line in the creative process?
Petey and I go way back, I trust him. We sat down before it was
done and I got to do whatever I wanted to it before it was done.
What about music, do you have any favorites?
I told Nutty and PJ what I liked and I they did a great job. I love the
Tupac song in it.
Thanks for your time Bobby. All the best.
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front 5, steven’s pass, washington.
photo: kevin winkel/ncproductions.
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front 7, steven’s pass, washington.
photo: kevin winkel/ncproductions.
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So Robbie… What are you doing up in Noosa? Spending some of that
$9,000 you won at the Dingo big air?
Nah I’m just up here with my girlfriend, Alice. I traveled a lot this season
so I didn’t spend much time with her… she loves it up here and its her
uni holidays so it’s a good chance to do something she wanted to do for
once. She would probably like me to spend the $9,000 on her, but I still
haven’t got it.
So you’ve been over to New Zealand a few times this season. What’s
been going on over there?
Yeh, I’ve done three trips this season, it’s just so good over there. Snowboarding in NZ compares to snowboarding the rest of the world. I first
went over there with Ballistyx to get a little footage for their show. Then
I went over with Billabong. It’s always a fun trip going over with those
guys. We go over there for the Billabong slopestyle comp, and to shoot
their catalogue. My last trip was with TransWorld and that was amazing
to be a part of. We had a day of heli and it was some of the best powder
I’ve ever had.
Why do you think you’ve been getting so much play on the TransWorld
Snow website? It seems like every other week there’s some new video
or photo of you up there. Is it even a big deal for you anymore? Was it
ever?
My first video on the website was amazing for me. It was a Mammoth
Resort Report from last year (’06) I was so excited to be on the website.
I think I looked at it 10 times a day and my Dad spent weeks trying to
save and download it. I’ve been on the site few more times this season
because this year I wanted to break into the American scene. Rather than
just going over to the US and doing trips with the Aussies, I filmed with
an American crew and did a couple of events over there too (Transworld
Team Challenge, Super Park and Grenade Games).
Evan the TWSnow.com editor is such a nice guy. Have you got any stories about him you shouldn’t say but will for our entertainment?
Yeah he’s a super rad guy. I first met him when he was in Mammoth
filming the Mammoth Resort Report and I’ve hung out with him a bunch
since. He’s a pretty cool mellow dude, so I have no loose stories. But I can
tell you I’ve made him do push-ups in a restaurant and I’ve also watched
him, and a few of our other buddies get a rental car get stuck in a lake.
So are you happy with the shots you got for NCP’s ‘4 Love Or Money’?
What’s happening with the video? Just about every hammer in the
teasers was one of your tricks. Who’s got the ender?
It was great for me to film with the NCP crew. I only filmed with the guys
for two and a half months, but quickly learnt how much work goes into
filming a real video part. Because of a tough season NCP may not have
been able to put together a part movie… So who knows… I’m sure it will
be rad what ever they do.
When I saw you in Utah this year you had a truck and a sled. Buying a
sled seems to be a status symbol for snowboarders these days. Is it as
fun as it looks or are you one tree away from retardation?
Having a sled is a must if you want to film a good video part. It’s probably
not as fun as it looks… If you’re out there filming then it’s more hard work
than it is fun. The first day I took it out I was following my buddies along
a cat track doing a casual 70 mph. As I was watching the trees go by, all
that was going through my head was ‘one fuck up, and I’d definitely be
dead’. I bought a helmet before the next trip.
Hey what is the deal with your brother? I heard he is like the next Lance
Armstrong.
I hope so… then he can buy me a house. All my brothers ride bicycles.

__________________________________
handplant, big sky, montana.
photo:kevin winkel/ncproductions.

___________________________________
front 3, utah backcountry.
photo: kevin winkel/ncproductions.
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Will and Johnny have moved to Europe and the youngest, Nick, still does every comp in Australia and will probably make the move
pretty soon. Will rides for the Rabo Bank Team in Europe and last year was the highest paid amateur in the world. This year he made
their pro team and rode in all the biggest races except the Tour de France. He hopes to make it there in the next year or two. The
others are following in his footsteps. Sometimes I wonder if I made the wrong decision by giving it up seeing how well they are all
doing, but I’m not sure that I could let my buddies see me in lycra.
Are you making sure he’s not getting into the junk?
Will did tell me years ago that there were cyclists on all sorts of drugs that they weren’t able to detect yet, but I know my brothers
wouldn’t want to risk being caught. If by junk you meant junk food, I think the last time my brother had a bite of a meat pie was
ten years ago, he lives on salad, fish and black coffee.
After seeing you switch back 80 (oh and front 10) that gigantic Super Park Sessions gap I expect you’re not easily scared of snowboarding anymore. Yet when I saw you in the finals of the Boost SnoSho contest you were as nervous as anything. What gives?
I get so nervous in competitions whether it’s the Interschools or the Burton Open. I love competing, and I’m getting better and better
every year but the fear of competition is still something I need to work on. Perfect example is when I saw you at the Boost SnoSho
finals. I fell doing a backside 7. Even though it’s a trick I can do any day rolling through the park, to do it in a comp is a different thing...
Yet it really shouldn’t be.
Talking about pressure; have you seen fellow K2 international am Austin Smith’s part in ‘We’re People Too’ yet? It’s pretty good.
Do you feel any competition with the other K2 ams now that you’re on the verge of hitting the ‘big time’?
Yeah Austin showed me his footage just last week and it is really amazing, I heard he could have moved up to big Mack Dawg. I don’t
feel any competition, I am just happy to be on a team with such great snowboarders.
Well how can the people reading this get you into the big leagues? Should I start a ‘Get Robbie In A Mack Dawg Part’ petition or
are you happy with the way things are going? Didn’t Austin used to film with NCP?
To get in with a big crew it takes skill, hard work and knowing the right people. Austin filmed with NCP last year and he had a really
great part. Having such great skill and such a great part, Austin was destined to move up to a bigger crew.
But seriously, you come across as a happy-go-lucky kid but your old man’s a smart guy and you’ve got that entrepreneurial spirit
in you too. You’ve already done something few Australians have been able to do and you’re only getting started. How have you
done it?
I know what I want and I am trying to make the most of every opportunity I get. I have a long way to go, but I am going to work as
hard as I can in the hope of one day filming a professional video part.
Okay I don’t want to sound gay or nothin’, but you’re a pretty handsome guy who knows style when he sees it. How’s Billabong
going? They design their outerwear in Australia, do you get a say in the design process of what you’re wearing yet?
Thanks bud, that’s a real complement coming from a model. This year you will hopefully see the RJW pant and jacket in stores. Billabong was great to me, I told them exactly what I wanted and they were super keen to hear what I had to say. The RJW outfit should
have a little more shape in the pants and some more length in the jacket. I have already tried on the pants and they are a really good
fit, best billabong pants ever. Look out for it in 2008.
Why is it that whenever I see you riding you’re not wearing gloves? Grenade makes good stuff…
That was me three years ago, before I rode for Grenade. I get hot hands so I would always take my gloves off and then lose them. I
think I did the whole ‘03 season with no gloves.
Not to get you in any hot water with the companies that pay for your lift ticket but what happened with you leaving you longterm shop sponsor for another? Why the change?
You must be talking about me recently leaving Trigger. It wasn’t actually too long-term… they had grabbed me from another shop
sponsor, in ’03. Ballistyx was offering me great opportunities that I could not turn down.
Obviously having been with your previous sponsor for so long you would have a lot of friendships there. Does that complicate
the decision and has it so far?
Well, friends are friends and none of my friends would ever be upset with me because of a sponsor. There hasn’t been an issue since
the change.
There was this one time though that I needed to get a snowboard from K2 because I was leaving for NZ the next day. The K2 warehouse is an hour away so it was handy to hear that the rep was driving past Triggers that afternoon. Assuming it would be okay
with my buddies, I told the rep to just leave it there for me to pick up that afternoon. It was a real bummer to hear that a friend of
mine had told him he couldn’t leave it at the store because I no longer rode for them. But overall, Triggers were great to me over the
years and I appreciate all their help.
The choice was tough, but one I don’t regret. Ballistyx has been very supportive and a great sponsor offering opportunities I could
not get elsewhere.
So now what?
At the moment I’m planning for the up coming season. I’m hoping to film with a good film crew and put together a good part. I’m
just going to keep snowboarding because it is what I love to do and I will continue to take every opportunity as it comes. I’m lucky to
have a job that I love so much, and I will continue to put in 100% because it’s not something you can do for the rest of your life.

Shuan Micallef
I

Words by Steele Saunders.
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t’s always a little nerve racking when your meeting someone who’s body of work you couldn’t admire more, wether it be skating,
music or in this case, television comedy. Not so much due to the star struck factor, but you don’t want them to ruin your appreciation for their talent by coming off… Not so cool. So it was a relief that upon calling Shaun Micallef was down to chat about pretty
much anything... His past critically acclaimed work such as the ABC’s Micallef Program, his soon to be released on DVD, Micallef
Tonight, and much to his surprise; about his low profile role with US pop act Jojo in the film Aquamarine…
So your working right now on your new show Newstopia, you
have your Channel 9 show Micallef Tonight about to come out
on DVD so the first question I have to ask is… what was it like
to work with JoJo?
JoJo [Laughs] oh… wow. Steele… you have… [Laughs] JoJo was a
[Laughs] absolute delight. But I felt closer to Emma Robins really on set. They are both very young girls but Emma was the
one that came to me when the wart fell off her knee. She was in
pain! I never got that sort of contact with JoJo, she was always
off in her trailer.
[Laughs] I actually saw giant posters for that when I was in L.A.
and saw your name on the bottom titles of the poster...
I didn’t realize I was on the poster I would have ordered a copy. I
was only in it for two seconds…
Everyone says (about Newstopia), “Its Shaun’s Daily show”,
what does that mean to you.
I’d be flattered if it were true. Unfortunately it’s nothing like the
Daily Show; I’ve only seen a couple of episodes of it. I saw Jon
Stewart host the Academy Awards. I’ve seen brief snatches of
his show, we don’t have a live audience and his show to me is a
lot like what Letterman’s show used to be like. A lot more jokes,
surfing the reaction of the crowd, a very enjoyable show. But
it would have been foolish of me to just do that show because
that’s a stamp that he’s put on it. Also I think he’s a stand up,
you might know, I remember I used to see him on Letterman.
My presentation is a little more like Colbert [The Colbert Report]
where it takes the presentation seriously.
The Micallef Program seemed like an intensive show to make.
There were so many layers of jokes in each show.
Yeah, Gary and I used to write for 3 to 5 months we’d shoot half
that material then use half of the shot material in the show. It
was the only way we knew to work as we’d come off of a show
called Full Frontal, a weekly hour sketch show, so we were used
to writing and writing and then throwing so much away. For
better or for worse that’s how you get the density of material. By

the time it got to the 3rd series it was almost too strange. It was
very fast and almost incomprehensive if you didn’t watch the
first two series, unless you were attuned... I’ve always done that,
made television that’s to be watched not overheard. It’s not like
“Hey Hey It’s Saturday” where you can drift in and out of, pop
in the room when you heard Red Faces was on. You do have to
concentrate a bit, but I won’t apologize for that. I think that’s the
very least you can do for an audience, put some effort into it.
Like Arrested Development; if you weren’t “watching” there
were so many in gags that you’d miss.
Yeah they make good DVD shows you know. Even though we
made the sketch show before DVD’s were that common, our
DVD’s came out many years after the show had finished. I think
we got one VHS release when the 2nd series came out with
three episodes on it, we thought that was pretty good. So it was
before the days that you would put everything out plus a lot of
extras, so I’m glad we didn’t throw the tapes away. That show
and Arrested Development is another one of those shows that
are perfect for DVD because you can watch it all a few more
times. It’s been a long time since I looked back on it but it’s probably the most satisfying thing I’ve worked on. We sort of just
got left alone and we did what we wanted. Everything since
then has been a collaboration, which is fine I enjoy collaborating
with people, but in terms of just doing something that gave me
pleasure. I didn’t really care if anyone else liked it and that was
the show. I think you can only be irresponsible like that once and
you can probably only do it in your early 30’s. Then you have to
try to entertain people like we tried at Channel 9, taking the audience by the hand and showing them around. Make the jokes
more accessible. Let’s face it at some point you have to make the
whole room laugh… Not just the barman laugh.
The Expurgated Micallef Tonight - The DVD set is released
through Shock on November 19th. Newstopia screens Wednesday’s 10pm on SBS. To listen to the full audio of the interview
download the podcast at www.steelesaunders.com
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Planet Earth offers an entire collection of rider inspired apparel and accessories including a line
of environmentally responsible apparel, Planet Earth Green Label. Shuriken featured in the Addison
woven and Nesser pro pant. (portraits) For more info contact Bentley Sports: info@bsports.com.au
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